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Game Concept

Introduction

The Keyboardists' Jam is a 2player, 2D platform game based for the Xbox where the players are 
2 aliens trying to find a rumored spaceship.

Genre

The Keyboardists' Jam is a 2player, 2D arcade adventure game done in the style of a classic 
side-scroller.

Platform

The Keyboardists' Jam is currently being developed for the Xbox.

Game Mechanics

Core Gameplay

First and foremost, the game requires Player 2 to be wearing a pair of glasses similar to the 3D 
glasses sold at 3D movies, but these glasses must have red film on both sides.  These red 
film glasses are essential to playing the game; without the glasses, the players will most likely 
not be able to complete the game.

The game is built so that certain objects will be visible in a true shade of blue only to Player 
1, who is not wearing red film glasses.  The true shade of blue is the “color.blue” function  
created in XNA (00255 byte value, 0000FF Hex).  Objects this color will not be viewable to 
Player 2.   

The core gameplay revolves around teamwork between the two players to get both past the 
obstacles.  Should one of the players die, both players are sent back to a previous checkpoint to 
restart from there.  Both players only have a cumulative 3 lives.  Regardless of which player 
fails, both players lose a life.  Losing all 3 lives means starting over from the start. 

There are 2 avatars on screen, one for each player.  Both players may walk, jump, and special 
attack left and right.

Player 1 can see everything on screen.  Player 1 can see coins to collect, but cannot collect 
them.  If Player 1 activates a special terrain change, the change will not occur until after Player 
1 has passed.

Player 2, because of the red film glasses, cannot see blue objects.  Player 2 cannot see coins, but 
Player 2 can collect them.  If Player 2 activates a special terrain change, the change will not 
occur immediately upon contact with Player 2.
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Enemies, initially, are invisible to both players.  If there is an enemy on screen, Player 2's 
controller will begin to softly rumble.  The rumble will increase and decrease according to 
Player 1's proximity to the enemy.  The closer Player 1 is to the enemy, the more Player 2's 
controller rumbles.  The farther Player 1 is from the enemy, the less it rumbles.  Enemies, while 
invisible, are static.

If either Player 1 or Player 2 touch/walk into an invisible enemy, that player will die, and both
players will lose a life.

To defeat an enemy, Player 1 must use his Radar vision (under Player 1 special attack) which 
will reveal any enemy within its range.  An enemy in the range of the Radar vision will become 
permanently visible to both players, and will move on a preplanned trajectory. Player 2 then 
must use his Laser vision (under Player 2 special attack) to shoot and kill the enemy.

Modes of Play

There is only 1 mode of play, and that's the 2 player, side-scroller mode.

Scoring

Controller Options

----------------Jump

Move Right/Left-------------

Game Flow
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Opening Splash Screen

There is a splash screen that opens with a 2D picture and a flashing icon for the “A” button 
in the right corner which, when pressed, will begin the game. The A button has a Play symbol 
next to it. There is an “X” button icon has a stop symbol next to it.

Play Mode

This is the main gameplay mode as described in core gameplay.  If the players lose a life, the 
game resets to the last successful checkpoint, and the play continues from there.  If the players 
lose all 3 lives, the game goes to the Lose Screen. Otherwise, upon level completion, the 
game goes to the Win Screen. 

Upon pressing ________ the game will quit.

Lose Screen

This splash screen has a depressing 2D picture and the same button icon and symbols in the 
same place as the Opening Splash Screen.

Win Screen

Gameplay Elements

Players
Characters are pixelated creatures with no arms.  They are otherwise humanoid, each 
with a pair of colored antennae.  

Player actions include: stationary, walking, jumping, death.

 Player 1
 Avatar as pink eyes and pink antennae – moves at speed 

 Player 1 Walk Right/Stationary Player 1 Walk Left/Stationary

Player 2 
Avatar has blue antennae and light blue glasses– moves at speed 
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Player 2 Walk Right/Stationary Player 2 Walk Left/Stationary

Player Falling/Spike Death

Player Jumping
Player jumping will simply be the stationary animation physically moving up and 
over in the specified right or left direction.

Players may jump a maximum of 64 pixels up (2 tiles up) and 64 pixels over (2 
tiles over).

Enemies

Munchkins

These enemies consist mostly of teeth and a white outline. Their bodies are oval with a 
flat bottom and jagged teeth on top.  Their heads are detachable round halves that also 
have jagged teeth, but on the bottom.  The head animates up and down separate from the 
body but both parts move left and right in sync.

Munchkins Animation

Terrain/Obstacles

White Tile  - All faces are solid.

Blue Tiles – The top face only is solid.  All other faces the players may pass through.

Certain blue blocks can appear and disappear, according to a short timer. 

Certain blue blocks will disappear after Player 1 walks over them.  These same 
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blocks will disappear immediately when Player 2 steps ON the box.

Item Box – Item pops out when player 2 hits the bottom

Spike – Players die on contact.

Door

White Barrier – can only be taken down by button press

Blue Barrier – can only be taken down by Player 1 attack.

Floor button to drop white barriers

Wall button to drop all barriers

Level Layouts

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4
Art

Overall Goals

The Overall Goals of The Keyboardists' Jam was to create a simplistic arcade game in the spirit 
of Asteroids with white lines on a black background, plus blue lines necessary to mask objects 
from Player 2. 

Characters

All characters, including enemies, are simplistic pixelated creatures consistent with early arcade 
games.  Animations include walk cycles, jumping, special attacks by the characters, and death. 
No characters have arms.

Terrain
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The terrain is mainly made of white lines that form 32x32pixel boxes with white lines 
crisscrossing from corner to corner through the center of the box, forming a large “X”.  
Occasionally, there are boxes that otherwise look identical, save they are blue.   The terrain is 
laid out in typical side-scrolling platform. The background is standard black across the board.

Gameplay Elements

The gameplay elements are highly simplistic icons mostly created simply by a line(s) forming  
the outline of an object.

Music

Overall Goals

The overall goals for the music were to create an eerie sci-fi atmosphere while maintaining the 
arcade-like feel.

Sound Effects

Purpose File Name

Barrier Destruction barrier_destruction.mp3

Barrier Slide barrier_slide_sci_fi.mp3

Player Death by Enemy CharacterSquishDeath.mp3

Coin coin_ding.mp3

Player Death by Falling DeathTouch.mp3

Blue Barrier Destruction disappearing_block_poof.mp3

Enemy Growl EnemyGrowl.mp3

Enemy Appear EnemyView.mp3

Next Level entered_door_open_end_level.mp3

Flickering Box flickering_box_flicker_off.mp3

Hidden Item Appear hidden_item_appear.mp3

Laser Vision LaserVision.mp3

Lever Pull lever_pull.mp3

Mechanical Barrier Slide mechanical_barrier_slide_up.mp3

Button Click menu_button_click.mp3
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Radar vision RadarVision.mp3

Shields Down shields_down.mp3

Valuable Coin valuable_coin_ding.mp3

Music

There are a total of 6 musical scores.

Appearance Title of File

Opening Splash Screen kbintro.mp3
Level1 kb1.mp3
Level2 kb2.mp3
Level3 kb3.mp3
Level4 kb4.mp3
Win/Lose Screen kbend.mp3
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